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done with PHP, but that was only because I started by 

worth considering. I am certainly doing so!
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diff -u

Filesystem inodes have version numbers that are incremented,  

 

 
 

disk operations.
Jeff Layton

updates by incrementing the version number only when some other 

He posted a patch, and Christoph Hellwig

advantage would depend on the workload, but on his tests, he 

Bruce Fields
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enough to cover all needs. It should apply to 

across system reboots. And, the version number 
should increment whenever any relevant inode 

outside code.

especially working across system reboots. A crash 

Making sure the system comes back up in a 

written to the drive?

NFS being a perennial 

Dave Chinner said:

knows at mount time is whether it is clean 

crash at mount time because their architecture 
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Linus Torvalds
the various security and stabil ity concerns that might crop up  
along the way.

Calvin Owens Facebook

parameters should be honored or ignored, and which console 

 

uaccess.h

Al Viro

centralize the mess into an easily accessible location, and now he 

metag 
and ia64
maintainers.

really needed to be done, but there were some implementation 
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details that some folks sti l l  wanted to hash out. For example, Vineet 
Gupta wanted to inline some of the code to speed things up. But, 
Al felt that any speed improvement was l ikely to be seen only on 
a small number of architectures, and Linus Torvalds was even more 
fundamentally opposed. He felt that there was not much to gain 
except in a few cases of largely obscure and hidden functions.

Meanwhile, various folks tested Al’s patch on various architectures 
and reported overall success. In spite of this, Al’s current patch 
represents only one step along a larger path. The metag and ia64 
maintainers sti l l  need to offer some assistance, and there are further 
cleanups in the same area of code that Al wants to tackle. In fact, 
Linus was all for tackling them right there in this patch, but Al 
wanted to do things in order and get the earlier stuff right before 
proceeding to the later.

This sort of patch is rarely controversial. Generally, everyone is 
happy when semantics get cleaned up and the rate of bug production 
slows. But since this type of patch tends to affect everyone, there are 
often various stakeholders with issues to address, l ike unexpected 
slowdowns.—Zack Brown
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pfSense: Not Linux, 
Not Bad

at home and at work. For home networks, I usually recommend 

router. For business, my recommendations typically are something 

used over and over at multiple sites.
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it very well. Another thing that 

in the Open Source world, but 

 

 

commitment! Check it out today  
at . 
—Shawn Powers

THEY SAID IT
Learning is not compulsory...
neither is survival.
—W. Edwards Deming

Looking forward to things 
is half the pleasure of them. 
You mayn’t get the things 
themselves; but nothing  
can prevent you from  
having the fun of looking 
forward to them.
—L. M. Montgomery

To succeed is nothing,  
it’s an accident. But to feel 
no doubts about oneself is 
something very different:  
it is character.
—Marie Leneru

We learn by example and  
by direct experience  
because there are real  
limits to the adequacy  
of verbal instruction.
—Malcolm Gladwell

One’s dignity may be 
assaulted, vandalized  
and cruelly mocked, but 
cannot be taken away  
unless it is surrendered.
—Michael J. Fox
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Hugin Those Photos 
into a Huge One!
Most phones have a panoramic photo mode that allows you to take 

get a good shot. Occasionally, it would be nice to stitch those photos 
together into something bigger, but actually doing so is harder than 

together photos into something believable.
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 that 
takes photos and mathematically computes the matching bits in order 
to stitch together a panoramic shot. It seems l ike a simple enough 

—Shawn Powers

Archive  
1994–2016

On Sale  
for $11.99!

SAVE OVER  
61% price of  
normal price.

Expires 8/28/2017

www.linuxjournal.com/archive
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I Want a Nintendo Switch!
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waiting too, so when something comes back into stock, it 
immediately sells out.

 

out http://www.nowinstock.net

 

 
 

 
—Shawn Powers
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Visualizing Molecules 
with Python
in the past, but in this article, I cover a package written in Python called 

https://www.pymol.org

Figure 1. When you first start up PyMOL, you get both a console window and a 
viewer window.
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to use it, especially when you are just learning how to use PyMOL.

Python, and it also uses 3D libraries to handle the actual image rendering. 
PyMOL also is written with a plugin architecture, which means you can 

Figure 2. Opening a PDB file renders the molecule within the viewer window.
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In order to do that, click the File Open menu item to pop up a dialog 

Protein Data Bank in order to explore PyMOL and see what you can do 
http://www.pdb.org

Figure 3. A number of presets are available to make visualization easy.
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colors are used within the rendering.

orientation and what objects are visible, among many other options.

Figure 4. There are wizards to help you with more complex tasks, such as working 
with density maps.
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For example, you could work with density maps by clicking the Density 

Go to Plugin

plugin list will be populated, and you simply can select the plugin you 

Figure 5. The plugin manager allows you install, remove and configure your PyMOL plugins.
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between two molecules.

scripts that work with these commands and the objects within your 
PyMOL session to do even more complex tasks.

and continue with, click File

to the way the molecule looked, you can save those structural changes 
by selecting File

options are available. Clicking File

—Joey Bernard

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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with sleeping through 

earphones or earbuds 

tried it overnight. I 

might try connecting 
my phone to speakers 
and play Pzizz out 

discuss in advance, and 

would be keen on the 

all night!

Play Store, and I 

doing exactly what 
it claims to do while 
never trying to push an 

Give it a try this 

 
 

—Shawn Powers

EDITORS' CHOICE

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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AT THE FORGE

REUVEN M. 
LERNER

Reuven M. Lerner, a  
longtime Web developer, 
offers training and  
consulting services in 
Python, Git, PostgreSQL 
and data science. He has 
written two programming 
ebooks (Practice Makes 
Python and Practice Makes 
Regexp) and publishes  
a free weekly newsletter  
for programmers, at  
http://lerner.co.il/ 
newsletter. Reuven tweets 
at @reuvenmlerner and 
lives in Modi’in, Israel, with 
his wife and three children.

Where Do  
I Start?
Not a developer, but want to be one? Here are 
some ideas on how to start.

FOR THE PAST FEW YEARS,
consulting work has been in corporate training. Many 

there are also those who are new to programming; 
they realize the potential that programming skills can 

and not just be passive users.
And, although Linux Journal readers tend to be 

NEXT  
Dave Taylor’s  
Work the Shell

PREVIOUS  
Editors’ Choice
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AT THE FORGE

are likely similar to the network engineers, system administrators, sales 

you can indeed do it.

Language

have steeper learning curves than others, expecting you to come in with 
more knowledge than others.

more sophisticated languages that can do more with less code.
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web developers.
In addition, anyone who is doing web development must learn 

same language on the server and in the client.

I would not suggest a compiled language, such as Java or C#, mostly 

I cannot state strongly enough that learning a programming language 

Tools and Environment
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interactive shell, such as the Jupyter Notebook, perhaps not even on your 
own computer, but on a system maintained by someone else.

encourage you to learn Git. Moreover, you should aim to understand what 

into trouble, is surprisingly large.

Web Development

create and deploy web applications. But, that assumes you know how 

CSS and JavaScript.
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that is well documented and thus likely to help you to learn, rather than 

suggest using Flask.

So, once you have a basic grounding in Python, you can read a Flask 

acceptably good at the other as well.

and disadvantages.

Database

then retrieve it down the line.
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bad news is that everything you do with a relational database, you do via 

a bit too overwhelming.
For this reason, I would suggest that you use an ORM—an 

Conclusion

remember, my suggestions are just 
that, suggestions—there are many Send comments or feedback via  

http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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DAVE TAYLOR

Dave Taylor has been 
hacking shell scripts  
on UNIX and Linux  
systems for a really 
long time. He’s the  
author of Learning  
Unix for Mac OS X  
and Wicked Cool  
Shell Scripts. You can  
find him on Twitter  
as @DaveTaylor,  
or reach him through 
his tech Q&A site: http://
www.AskDaveTaylor.com.

WORK THE SHELL

All You  
Need Is Love
Word use in song lyrics? You can solve that  
with a shell script!

IN MY LAST ARTICLE, I began exploring song lyrics. 
Not so you could have an epic Karaoke night, but more 

Paul McCartney and John Lennon mentioned the word 

song lyrics—in this case http://www.mldb.org—and 
analyzing them with a shell script.

NEXT  
Kyle Rankin’s  
Hack and /

PREVIOUS  
Reuven M. Lerner’s  
At the Forge
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In this article, I expand on the idea by downloading the lyrics to each 

Tell Me What You See

<a  href="song-32476-i-am-the-walrus.html">I  Am  The  Walrus  

<a  href="song-32520-come-together.html">Come  Together  

<a  href="song-32461-yellow-submarine.html">Yellow  Submarine  

<a  href="song-32585-day-tripper.html">Day  Tripper  

<a  href="song-32557-let-it-be.html">Let  It  Be

 

curl  -s  "$url&from=$start"  |  sed  's/</\  

</g'  |  grep  'href="song-'  >  $output$start

songs, not a single song match.

First, the simple change in the curl statement:

curl  -s  "$url&from=$start"  |  sed  's/</\  

</g'  |  grep  'href="song-'  >  $tempfile
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while  read  lineofdata  

do  

    songnum=$(echo  $lineofdata  |  cut  -d\"  -f2  |  cut  -d-  -f2)  

    fullurl="http://www.mldb.org/$(echo  $lineofdata  |  \  

          cut  -d\"  -f2)"  

  savelyrics  "$songnum"  "$fullurl"  

done  <  $tempfile

savelyrics  

function  savelyrics  

{  

      #  extract  just  the  lyrics  and  save  them  

      songnum="$1"  

      fullurl="$2"  

  

      curl  -s  "$fullurl"  |  sed  -n  '/songtext/,/\/table/p'  |  \  

          sed  's/>/\  

/g;;s/\<\/p>//g'  |  grep  -E  "(<br|</p)"  |  \  

          sed  's/\<br  \///g;;s/\<\/p//g'  |  uniq  >  $output$songnum.txt  

  

      return  0  

}

curl

songtext and are 
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prior to the table closing: </table>.
sed

sed  -n to stop its usual 
/start/,/end/p to print just 

the lines between those two patterns.

 
<br  />  

the lyrics has a </p> instead.
grep  

has the handy -E
 

 
(A|B) produces lines that have either pattern A or pattern B, exactly  

sed in the pipe simply removes 

sed  's/\<br  \///g;;s/\<\/p//g'

s/old/new/g

sed  

uniq

As I’ve mentioned before, sed is your  
friend when you want to extract well 
delineated passages of text.
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save. A sample song lyric output:

$  head  lyrics.32586.txt  

Try  to  see  it  my  way    

Do  I  have  to  keep  on  talking  till  I  can't  go  on    

While  you  see  it  your  way    

Run  the  risk  of  knowing  that  our  love  may  soon  be  gone    

We  can  work  it  out,  we  can  work  it  out    

  

Think  of  what  you're  saying    

You  can  get  it  wrong  and  still  you  think  that  it's  alright    

Think  of  what  I'm  saying

Try to See It My Way
I made one more tweak to the script so that the status output as it runs 

savelyrics:

echo  "$lineofdata  ($songnum)"  |  cut  -d\>  -f2

$  sh  getsongs.sh  

I  Am  The  Walrus  (32476)  

Across  The  Universe  (32554)  

Come  Together  (32520)  

Yellow  Submarine  (32461)  

Day  Tripper  (32585)  

.  .  .  

Maggie  Mae  (61310)  

Back  In  The  USSR  (61300)  

When  I'm  Sixty-Four  (61299)  

Good  Morning  Good  Morning  (61286)  

Got  To  Get  You  Into  My  Life  (61285)
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$  ls  lyrics.*  |  wc  -l  

          240

$  sh  getsongs.sh  |  grep  -i  love    |  wc  -l  

            13

Looking across al l  the songs, how many lyr ic l ines have the  

$  cat  lyrics.*  |  grep  -i  love    |  wc  -l  

          445

$  cat  lyrics.61278.txt    |  tr  '  '  '\  

'  |  tr  '[[:upper:]]'  '[[:lower:]]'  |  sort  |  \  

    uniq  -c  |  sort  -rn  |  head  

    17  i  

    13  a  

    12  i'm  

      9  and  

      8  to  

      8    

      7  loser  

      6  have  

      5  what  

      4  not
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tr translates all spaces to carriage returns, the 

sort all the words, use uniq  -c to generate 
counts, then reverse sort by numeric count and examine the top ten 

$  cat  lyrics.*.txt    |  tr  '  '  '\  

'  |  tr  '[[:upper:]]'  '[[:lower:]]'  |  sort  |  \  

    uniq  -c  |  sort  -rn  |  head  

5990    

1728  you  

1475  i  

1060  the  

  862  to  

  781  me  

  769  and  

  765  a  

  438  in  

  432  my

head

1728  you  

781  me  

399  love  

366  know  

250  she  

205  her
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Hello Goodbye
It took a while to get to the solution, but this analysis is a splendid 

divide and conquer
big problem and keep breaking it down into smaller and smaller parts 

build it all back up so you can solve the big challenge.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Sysadmin  
101: Patch 
Management
Find out what a good patch management system 
looks like and why you shouldn’t do it by hand.

A FEW ARTICLES AGO,

about systems administration that the current 

I had thought that I was done with the series, but 

superiority when they heard about this outbreak.

KYLE RANKIN

Kyle Rankin is VP of 

engineering operations 

at Final, Inc., the 

author of many 

books including Linux 

Hardening in Hostile 

Networks, DevOps 

Troubleshooting and  

The Official Ubuntu Server 

Book, and a columnist 

for Linux Journal.  

Follow him @kylerankin.
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including what a good patch management system looks like, the tools you 
will want to put in place and how the overall patching process should work.

What Is Patch Management?

problem. Ideally you have put in a system that automatically packages 

new patch applies cleanly to your custom version.

What Good Patch Management Looks Like
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Some organizations have a purely manual patch management system. 

second problem is that manual patch management relies too much on 

causing downtime anywhere else.
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a system in place that makes it easy to patch and restart services in a 

it might take a bit more time, but again, automation and orchestration 

that can never go down, and as a result, it never gets patched or 

liabilities and create systems that at least can be rebooted during a 

in an environment and provides you with an incentive to replace them. 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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THE OPEN-SOURCE CLASSROOM

Plex, All 
Grown Up
Plex used to be one more option for media con-
sumption. Now it’s starting to become the option.

IF YOU AREN’T USING PLEX IN YOUR HOME 
NETWORK, THIS GUIDE MIGHT BE ALL THE 
REASON YOU NEED TO START DOING SO TODAY. 

streaming in the past, Plex continues to get better 

Boxes, Cubox Kodi machines and countless other 

another. But Plex has never let me down, and now 

beginning: the server.

SHAWN 
POWERS

Shawn Powers is the 
Associate Editor for 
Linux Journal. He’s  
also the Gadget Guy  
for LinuxJournal.com,  
and he has an  
interesting collection  
of vintage Garfield  
coffee mugs. Don’t  
let his silly hairdo  
fool you, he’s a  
pretty ordinary guy  
and can be reached  
via email at  
shawn@linuxjournal.com.  
Or, swing by the  
#linuxjournal IRC  
channel on  
Freenode.net.
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Server Options

Plex Pass?
Although Plex’s roots are in the open-source Kodi project, those roots 

are only as deep as the front-end portion of Plex is concerned. The 

actual plexmediaserver code is not open source. It is freely available to 

download, but it’s important to understand the back end is not FOSS.

That being said, the front-end components are still GPL and will 

continue to be available for download and contribution. Also, although 

the server code is proprietary, the Plex team is open to integration 

like plugins and so on. The separation is clear, and the Plex team isn’t 

being “shady” about the GPL.

Since the server software is proprietary, the Plex team provides the option 

to purchase a “Plex Pass”, which is a subscription that allows earlier 

access to Plex features. Most features eventually make it to the free-to-

download version of plexmediaserver, but subscribers who financially 

support the team get early access to features along with the ability to 

use Plex in the cloud, sharing their libraries, DVR, Live TV and so on.

Many of the features I discuss in this article are available for Plex 

Pass users only. To see what is available in the free version versus the 

Premium, check out this page: . 

It’s only $5 to try the features for a month, and if you enjoy it half as 

much as I do, the lifetime subscription is more than worth it!
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running at a time.

the background.

with running Plex in the cloud is you have to store all your media 

to try Plex.

Figure 1. Cloud storage is great, but it can become expensive when it’s counted in 
terabytes.
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Installing and Updating

https://www.plex.tv/downloads. Downloads are 

Figure 2. Plex is available for a wide variety of platforms.
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It even supports logging in with a Plex Pass account, so you can get 

installer. Check out 

Once you have the server installed, open a web browser and connect 

the server is listening only on localhost, you might have to do something 

something like:

ssh  -L  32400:localhost:32400  username@plex.server.ip

 

server. SSH is awesome.

your movies and television shows to be tagged properly with metadata 

Beauty.and.the.Beast.1991.720p.brrip.mp4  

Beauty.and.the.Beast.2017.1080p.brrip.mkv  

Eureka.S01E09.Primal.480p.avi  

The.Expanse.S01E09.Critical_Mass.720p.HDTV.mkv
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television shows or music databases. Also, Plex supports photos and 

locations where you store movies or television shows, you can add them 

the content as one.

More Than Just Local Files

Figure 3. It’s a little confusing at first, but the library “type” is for better metadata.
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Pass users, but the integration is nice.

grid, Plex displays currently playing shows along with what will be starting 

schedule a recording.

Figure 4. The HDHomeRun was detected on my network automatically.
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library alongside other videos. I actually wish there was a way to tell 
which videos were recordings and which were ripped, but right now, that 

Logs and Data and Stats, Oh My...

Figure 5. The program guide takes a little getting used to, but it certainly integrates well.
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, there are 

simple, and although the directions say you must connect to localhost in 

Figure 6. I love PlexPy. The sheer amount of data is delicious.
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Figure 7. Notifications are important, and the number of options is wonderful.
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I also was concerned about upload bandwidth. Now I just want to know 
when concurrent streaming happens.

How to Consume

heading to https://plex.tv/web

or watch videos.
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Plex server, chances are you already own something with Plex support. 

http://www.rasplex.com

Perfection? Nothing Is.

decision to make.

developers embrace the Open Source community and continue to 

participate, I urge you to head over to http://plex.tv and check it out. 

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Applied Expert Systems, Inc.’s 
CleverView for TCP/IP on Linux

repository and image ID with historical details. Finally, new options to 

 

http://www.aesclever.com
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Celtra’s AdCreator Platform

initiative aimed at solving this problem and making the web better 

engagement rates and resulting ROI. Celtra AdCreator overcomes the 
 

http://www.celtra.com
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Rogue Wave Software’s Zend Studio

types, void return type and catching multiple exception types. Additional 

http://www.zend.com
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Pydio

Pydio 8 boasts a new user experience that the company says extends the 

https://pydio.com
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Gabriel Ford,  
Sadie Ford and 
Melissa Ford’s 
Hello, Scratch! 
(Manning 
Publications)
In the new book Hello, Scratch!, 
parents and kids work together to 
learn programming skills, but not in 

Ford teamed up her two children, Sadie and Gabriel, to write Hello, 
Scratch!, and the intergenerational trio begins by introducing the 
basic Scratch workspace, art editor and the most common computer 
science concepts used in the projects, along with interesting exercises 

programming and game design.
https://www.manning.com
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PSSC Labs’ Eco Blade 1U

 

http://www.pssclabs.com
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3 BIG TRACKS!

July 17-19, 2017
Washington, DC

www.AnDevCon.com

AnDevCon™ is a trademark of BZ Media LLC. Android™ is a trademark of Google Inc. Google’s Android Robot is used under terms of the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.

Register Early and SAVE!

Great classes, the reception is awesome and there’s better technical 
content than Google I/O!
— Kevin Cousineau, Mobility Architect, Ideas Improved

AnDevCon is definitely worth attending. You get very useful information 
from very experienced speakers, and get to network with others. 
— Anil K. Dokula, Software Engineer, Vedicsoft Solutions

Android
Fundamentals

Cross-Platform
Development

Machine 
Learning/AI

A deep dive into the fundamentals 
all the way to the most 
advanced capabilities of 

Android and the
Android ecosystem.

This track goes beyond native 
Android development to teach 

developers to master 
cross-platform development tricks,

techniques, and tools.

An entire track at AnDevCon is 
devoted to machine learning and

AI practices that are at the 
forefront of the next wave of Android

and mobile technology!

A BZ Media Event  

Create/Design/Develop/Connect 
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Kodiak Data’s MemCloud

the computational power needed to push the boundaries and innovate in 

Data—a leader in cluster virtualization technology—presents MemCloud, an 

Besides the hosted cloud service option, MemCloud also is available as a compact 

http://www.memcloud.works

Please send information about  
releases of Linux-related products  
to newproducts@linuxjournal.com  
or New Products c/o Linux Journal,  
PO Box 980985, Houston, TX 77098.  
Submissions are edited for length  
and content.
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Learn from industry experts with real world 

Learn on the go wherever you are with apps 
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We also offer group accounts. Give your 

whole team access at a discounted rate!

Learn about our latest video releases and 
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get Drupalized today!
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BYOC
Build Your Own Cluster, 
Part III—Configuration

Transform a collection of networked computers into a 
tightly integrated cluster.

NATHAN R. VANCE, MICHAEL L. POUBLON and WILLIAM F. POLIK
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FEATUREFEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration

I computer cluster, and in Part II, we described how to set up a 

node and a network that currently allows SSH between nodes as root. 

install the entire cluster in a scalable manner.

external threats.

nodes in a deterministic manner.

 SSH/RSH: log in to compute nodes without providing a password.

 btools: scripts to run administrative tasks on all nodes in the cluster.

 Ganglia: a cluster monitoring suite.
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appropriate. Installing these services converts the networked computers 

Firewalld

LJ
http://www.linuxjournal.com/content/

internal network:

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=internal    

   --add-source=[IP/MASK  OF  YOUR  INSTITUTION]  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=internal    

   --remove-service=dhcpv6-client  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=internal    

   --remove-service=ipp-client  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=internal  --add-service=ssh  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=internal  --add-service=http  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=public  --remove-service=ssh  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=public    

   --remove-service=dhcpv6-client  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=public  --set-target=DROP  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=public    

   --change-interface=[EXTERNAL  INTERFACE]  

#  echo  "ZONE=public"  >>  /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/  

ifcfg-[EXTERNAL  INTERFACE]  

#  firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=trusted    
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   --change-interface=[INTERNAL  INTERFACE]  

#  echo  "ZONE=trusted"  >>  /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/  

ifcfg-[INTERNAL  INTERFACE]  

#  nmcli  con  reload  

#  firewall-cmd  --reload

In the above, [IP/MASK  OF  YOUR  INSTITUTION] is the network 

[EXTERNAL  INTERFACE]

the outside world, such as eno1. [INTERNAL  INTERFACE]
connected to the internal compute node network, such as eno2.

%post section, you need 
to use firewall-offline-cmd firewall-cmd. In addition, 
--remove-service will have to be changed to --remove-service-
from-zone, and --permanent is not necessary. For example, the 
command:

firewall-cmd  --permanent  --zone=internal    

   --remove-service=ipp-client

becomes:

firewall-offline-cmd  --zone=internal    

   --remove-service-from-zone=ipp-client

Reserved Address DHCP

addresses based on hardware MAC addresses.

time.
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FEATURE

#  touch  /var/lib/dhcpd/dhcpd.leases

connected compute nodes.

For example:

host  name01  {  

                hardware  ethernet  00:04:23:c0:d5:5c;;  

                fixed-address  192.168.1.101;;  

}

#!/bin/sh  

index=1  

for  macaddr  in  `cat  /var/lib/dhcpd/dhcpd.leases  |  grep    

   'ethernet'  |  sed  's/.*hardware  ethernet  //'`;;  do  

                printf  'host  name%.2d  {\n\thardware  ethernet    

                   %s\n\tfixed-address  192.168.1.1%.2d;;\n}\n'    

                   "$index"  "$macaddr"  "$index"  

                index=`expr  $index  +  1`  

done

copy/paste, you can instead redirect the output.

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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/etc/hosts

XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX        hostname.domain                shorthostname

shorthostname

127.0.0.1                localhost.localdomain        localhost

domain name to its external IP address:

123.45.67.89                name.university.edu                name

network. For example, a cluster with a head node and two compute nodes 

127.0.0.1                localhost.localdomain        localhost  

123.45.67.89                name.university.edu                name  

192.168.1.100                name00  

192.168.1.101                name01  

192.168.1.102                name02
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NFS

/exportdir        ipaddr/netmask(options)

and /admin:

/home        192.168.1.100/255.255.255.0(rw,sync,no_root_squash)  

/admin      192.168.1.100/255.255.255.0(ro,sync,no_root_squash)

#  systemctl  restart  nfs

name00:/home          /home                nfs        rw,hard,intr  0  0  

name00:/admin        /admin              nfs        ro,hard,intr  0  0

name00 /home

/home is the 
location to mount the share on the compute node, and nfs lets Linux 

#  mount  /home  

#  mount  /admin
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Internal Access—SSH and RSH

nodes. In most situations when using Linux, SSH should be used because 

in the cluster, are exceptions to this rule, because everything is under the 

OpenMPI, SSH or RSH is used only to start jobs, and OpenMPI handles the 

make everything work with RSH as well.

SSH

will be able to ssh between machines without using passwords.

communication. Additionally, cluster administration can be a pain when 
constantly juggling passwords around. Once administrators or users have 
access to the head node, they should be able to access any other node 
within the cluster without providing any additional authentication.
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passwordless SSH, execute the command:

ssh-keygen

cat  ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub  >>  ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

 

ssh as root in both directions 
between the head node and the compute node.

you ssh
just now or earlier on in your cluster building, SSH complained that the 

every time you ssh
something like this:

The  authenticity  of  host  'name00  (192.168.1.100)'  can't  be  established.  

ECDSA  key  fingerprint  is  01:23:45:67:89:ab:cd:ef:01:23:45:67:89:ab:cd:ef.  

Are  you  sure  you  want  to  continue  connecting  (yes/no)?  yes  

Failed  to  add  the  host  to  the  list  of  known  hosts    

(/root/.ssh/known_hosts).
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Host  *, insert 

StrictHostKeyChecking  no  

UserKnownHostsFile=/dev/null  

LogLevel  error

 
on all nodes to allow passwordless root logins. Make sure it has the 

PermitRootLogin  without-password  

PubkeyAuthentication  yes

RSH

cluster.

#  yum  install  rsh  rsh-server

On the compute nodes, you will have to add these to the packages 
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FEATURE

rsh  

rexec  

rsync  

rlogin

[HOSTNAME]  root. For example:

name00  root  

name01  root  

name02  root

example:

name00  

name01  

name02

#  systemctl  enable  rsh.socket  

#  systemctl  enable  rexec.socket  

#  systemctl  enable  rlogin.socket  

#  systemctl  start  rsh.socket  

#  systemctl  start  rexec.socket  

#  systemctl  start  rlogin.socket

$  rsh  [HOSTNAME]

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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FEATURE

Btools

the commands themselves typed in by some poor system administrator, 

bsh, bexec, bpush, bsync

Btool Files

all compute nodes, any users on the head node will be recognized on the 
compute nodes as well.

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration

Listing 1. /usr/local/sbin/bhosts

name01  
name02

Listing 2. /usr/local/sbin/bfiles

/etc/passwd  
/etc/group  
/etc/shadow  
/etc/gshadow
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Btool Commands
bsh ssh  <some  

command> bexec bsh in 

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration

Listing 3. /usr/local/sbin/bsh

#!/bin/sh  
#  bsh  -  broadcast  ssh  
for  host  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bhosts`;;  do  
        echo  "*****${host}*****"  
        ssh  ${host}  $*  
done

Listing 4. /usr/local/sbin/bexec

#!/bin/sh  
#  bexec  -  broadcast  ssh  concurrently  
#  The  total  number  of  nodes  (determined  dynamically)  
nhost=0  
#  Run  the  command  on  each  node,  logging  output  
for  host  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bhosts`;;  do  
        logfile="/tmp/${host}.$$.log"  
        echo  "*****  ${host}  *****"  >  $logfile  
        ssh  ${host}  $*  >>  $logfile  &  
        pids[nhost]=$!  
        let  nhost=nhost+1  
done  
#  Wait  for  all  processes  to  finish  
for  i  in  `seq  0  $nhost`;;  do  
        wait  ${pids[$i]}  
done  
#  Concatenate  the  results  and  cleanup  
for  host  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bhosts`;;  do  
        logfile="/tmp/${host}.$$.log"  
        cat  $logfile  
        rm  $logfile  
done
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that it executes commands over all nodes, but it executes them in parallel. 
bsh

second, bexec gets them all started, then collects and displays the logs 

nodes. bpush
bexec, it executes simultaneously, then displays logs.

Finally, bsync

nodes as well.
bsh, bexec, bpush and bsync

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration

Listing 5. /usr/local/sbin/bpush

#!/bin/sh  
#  bpush  -  copy  file(s)  to  nodes  
#  The  total  number  of  nodes  (determined  dynamically)  
nhost=0  
#  Run  the  command  on  each  node,  logging  output  
for  host  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bhosts`;;  do  
        logfile="/tmp/${host}.$$.log"  
        echo  "*****  ${host}  *****"  >  $logfile  
        scp  $1  ${host}:$2  >>  $logfile  &  
        pids[nhost]=$!  
        let  nhost=nhost+1  
done  
#  Wait  for  all  processes  to  finish  
for  i  in  `seq  0  $nhost`;;  do  
        wait  ${pids[$i]}  
done  
#  Concatenate  the  results  and  cleanup  
for  host  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bhosts`;;  do  
        logfile="/tmp/${host}.$$.log"  
        cat  $logfile  
        rm  $logfile  
done
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#  chmod  +x  /usr/local/sbin/tool_name

For example, you can use bsh
perhaps to check that they all have access to an NFS share:

#  bsh  ls  /admin

bsh to echo  
"something"  >>  /some/file on each compute node, you need to use 

#  bsh  'echo  "something"  >>  /some/file'

use bexec. For example, when you get a yum local repository set up, you 
can use bexec

#  bexec  yum  -y  install  package_name

bpush

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration

Listing 6. /usr/local/sbin/bsync

#!/bin/sh  
#  bsync  -  copy  user  files  to  nodes  
for  host  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bhosts`;;  do  
        echo  "Synching  ${host}"  
        for  file  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bfiles`;;  do  
                echo  "Copying  ${file}"  
                rsync  ${file}  ${host}:${file}  
        done  
done
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bpush it to all nodes and 
reload the relevant service:

#  bsh  mv  /etc/service/service.conf  /etc/service/service.conf.000  

#  bpush  /path/to/service.conf  /etc/service/service.conf  

#  bexec  systemctl  restart  service

Finally, every time you add a user to the cluster by using useradd on 
the head node, make sure to run bsync so that the new users have access 
to all nodes:

#  useradd  user_name  

#  passwd  user_name  

#  bsync

NTP

with some external source. It should be set up on the head node to 
synchronize with the outside world and on the compute nodes to 
synchronize with the head node. It is vital that the entire cluster is in 

 
the compute nodes.

 

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration

IT IS VITAL THAT THE ENTIRE CLUSTER 
IS IN AGREEMENT ON THE TIME, SO 
THERE AREN’T ANY ERRORS REGARDING 
TIMESTAMPS ON FILES SHARED OVER 
THE INTERNAL NETWORK.
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server  192.43.244.18  #time.nist.gov

server lines on both the head node and compute 

server          X.centos.pool.ntp.org  iburst

server by uncommenting the line on the head node:

allow  192.168/16

server  192.168.1.100  #  head  node

#  systemctl  enable  chronyd  

#  systemctl  start  chronyd

#  chronyc  tracking  

#  chronyc  sources  -v

-v option on the sources

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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on the head node.

Yum Local Repository

updates to the compute nodes. Although this could be achieved in a 

mirrors a repository onto the head node.

#  mkdir  -p  /admin/software/repo/

#  rsync  -azHhv  --delete  some_mirror.org::CentOS/7*    

   /admin/software/repo/

rsync://mirrors.liquidweb.com/CentOS/7, it would be 
written as mirrors.liquidweb.com::CentOS/7.

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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as the update server. Change the line:

#baseurl=http://mirror.centos.org/centos/$releasever...

to:

baseurl=file:/admin/software/repo/$releasever...

and comment out all mirrorlist
sed commands:

#  sed  -i.000  "s|#baseurl=http://mirror.centos.org/centos|baseurl=  

file:/admin/software/repo|"  /etc/yum.repos.d/*.repo    

#  sed  -i  "s|mirrorlist|#mirrorlist|"  /etc/yum.repos.d/*.repo

bsh

your hard drive!

#  yum  -y  upgrade  #  bexec  yum  -y  upgrade

Create Your Own Repo

compute nodes that are not available in the repo that you cloned—

bpush them to the compute nodes and bexec  rpm  -ivh  /path/to/
software.rpm, or to create your own specialized repository and install 
them using yum.

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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#  mkdir  /admin/software/localrepo

 
 

#  cd  /admin/software/localrepo  

#  yum  install  epel-release  

#  yumdownloader  ganglia  ganglia-gmond  ganglia-gmetad  libconfuse

#  createrepo  /admin/software/localrepo

[local]  

name=CentOS  local  repo  

baseurl=file:///admin/software/localrepo  

enabled=1  

gpgcheck=0  

protect=1

#  bpush  /etc/yum.repos.d/local.repo  /etc/yum.repos.d/

#  bexec  yum  -y  install  ganglia-gmond  ganglia-gmetad

 
 

 

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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#  bexec  yum  clean  all

Ganglia
 

 

over http.

#  yum  install  httpd  

#  systemctl  enable  httpd  

#  systemctl  start  httpd

#  yum  -y  install  ganglia  ganglia-gmetad  ganglia-gmond  ganglia-web

#  bexec  yum  -y  install  ganglia  ganglia-gmetad  ganglia-gmond

 In the cluster block, name is something you will recognize.

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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 In the udp_send_channel block, mcast_join is commented out 
and the l ine host  =  192.168.1.100  
is added.

 In the udp_recev_channel block, mcast_join and bind are  
both commented out.

#  bpush  /etc/ganglia/gmond.conf  /etc/ganglia/

#  systemctl  enable  gmetad  

#  systemctl  start  gmetad  

#  systemctl  enable  gmond  

#  systemctl  start  gmond  

#  bexec  systemctl  enable  gmetad  

#  bexec  systemctl  start  gmetad  

#  bexec  systemctl  enable  gmond  

#  bexec  systemctl  start  gmond

<?php and ?> tags,  
add the line:

$conf['gweb_confdir']  =  "/usr/share/ganglia";;

 

Alias  /ganglia  /usr/share/ganglia  

<Directory  "/usr/share/ganglia">  

        AllowOverride  All  

        Require  all  granted  

</Directory>

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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And, restart httpd:

#  systemctl  restart  httpd

 
http://name.university.edu/ganglia.

Slurm

executing commands on available compute nodes. Slurm uses an 
authentication agent called munge.

#  groupadd  munge  

#  useradd    -m  -d  /var/lib/munge  -g  munge    -s  /sbin/nologin  munge  

#  groupadd  slurm  

#  useradd    -m  -d  /var/lib/slurm  -g  slurm    -s  /bin/bash  slurm

#  bsync

#  yum  -y  install  munge  munge-libs  munge-devel

Munge must be installed to the compute nodes as well. See the 

installation using bexec.

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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#  dd  if=/dev/urandom  bs=1  count=1024  >  /etc/munge/munge.key  

#  chown  munge:munge  /etc/munge/munge.key  

#  chmod  400  /etc/munge/munge.key

installed correctly:

#  munge  -n  |  ssh  name01  unmunge

#  yum  -y  install  rpm-build  gcc  openssl  openssl-devel  pam-devel    

   numactl  numactl-devel  hwloc  hwloc-devel  lua  lua-devel    

   readline-devel  rrdtool-devel  ncurses-devel  gtk2-devel    

   man2html  libibmad  libibumad  perl-Switch    

   perl-ExtUtils-MakeMaker  mariadb-server  mariadb-devel

VERSION

#  cd  /tmp  

#  curl  -O  https://www.schedmd.com/downloads/latest/  

slurm-VERSION.tar.bz2  

#  rpmbuild  -ta  slurm-VERSION.tar.bz2

#  cp  /root/rpmbuild/RPMS/x86_64/*.rpm  /admin/software/localrepo  

#  createrepo  /admin/software/localrepo

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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Make yum on all machines aware that this change occurred:

#  yum  -y  clean  all  

#  bexec  yum  -y  clean  all

#  bexec  yum  -y  install  slurm  slurm-devel  slurm-munge    

   slurm-perlapi  slurm-plugins  slurm-sjobexit    

   slurm-sjstat  slurm-seff

And on the head node only, install the Slurm database:

#  yum  -y  install  slurm-slurmdbd  slurm-sql

#  mkdir  /var/spool/slurmctld  /var/log/slurm  

#  chown  slurm:  /var/spool/slurmctld  /var/log/slurm  

#  chmod  755  /var/spool/slurmctld  /var/log/slurm  

#  touch  /var/log/slurm/slurmctld.log  

#  chown  slurm:  /var/log/slurm/slurmctld.log

ControlMachine=name  

ReturnToService=1  

SlurmUser=slurm  

StateSaveLocation=/var/spool/slurmctld  

#  LOGGING  AND  ACCOUNTING  

ClusterName=cluster  

SlurmctldLogFile=/var/log/slurm/slurmctld.log  

SlurmdLogFile=/var/log/slurm/slurmd.log  

#  COMPUTE  NODES  

NodeName=name[01-99]  CPUs=1  State=UNKNOWN  

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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PartitionName=debug  Nodes=name[01-99]  Default=YES    

   MaxTime=INFINITE  State=UP

#  ln  -s  /home/export/slurm/slurm.conf  /etc/slurm/slurm.conf  

#  bsh  ln  -s  /home/export/slurm/slurm.conf  /etc/slurm/slurm.conf

#  systemctl  enable  slurmctld  

#  systemctl  start  slurmctld

And on the compute nodes, enable and start slurmd:

#  bsh  systemctl  enable  slurmd  

#  bsh  systemctl  start  slurmd

$  srun  /bin/hostname

#!/bin/bash  

sleep  10  

echo  "Hello,  World!"

$  sbatch  job.sh

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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$  squeue

It should display something like this:

JOBID  PARTITION          NAME      USER  ST        TIME    NODES  NODELIST(REASON)  

        1          debug      job.sh      user    R        0:07            1  name01

Hello,  World!

Next Steps

standard administrative good practices.

compute nodes by moving the entire installation to /home/export and 
symbolically linking it to the install location:

#  mv  /usr/local/app_name  /home/export/app_name  

#  ln  -s  /home/export/app_name  /usr/local/app_name  

#  bsh  ln  -s  /home/export/app_name  /usr/local/app_name

that you cloned to the head node when creating a local repository. 

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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yum install:

#  yum  -y  install  openmpi  openmpi-devel  

#  bexec  yum  -y  install  openmpi  openmpi-devel

bpush it 
to the compute nodes:

#  bpush  /path/to/library.so  /path/to/library.so

Conclusion

FEATURE: BYOC: Build Your Own Cluster, Part III—Configuration
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complex configuration scripts ourselves, but understanding each step 
strips the process of all magic.

The resulting cluster is flexible enough to be used for many different 
computationally intensive problems. Furthermore, because of the 
redundancy built in to the hardware and the ease of re-installing 
compute nodes, the cluster is reliable as well. Our production cluster 
has been in operation for more than ten years; it has seen multiple 
hardware and software upgrades, and it still functions reliably.

In a few years, you may decide to upgrade by adding some shiny new 
compute nodes, which won’t be a problem, since all you will have to 
do is tweak your kickstart file to take advantage of the new capacities 
or capabilities. Or, perhaps you will want to upgrade to the latest 
operating system version. Since you used standard technologies and 
methodologies to build your own cluster (BYOC), future transitions 
should proceed as smoothly as the original installation!

Nathan Vance is a computer science major at Hope College in Holland, Michigan. He discov-
ered Linux as a high-school junior and currently uses Arch Linux. In his free time, he enjoys run-
ning, skiing and writing software.

Mike Poublon is a senior data-center network engineer and technical lead at Secant Technolo-
gies in Kalamazoo, Michigan. He has extensive professional experience in networking and 
high-performance computing systems. As a student, he built Hope College’s first production 
computer cluster.

William Polik is a computational chemistry professor at Hope College in Holland, Michigan. His 
research involves high-accuracy quantum chemistry using computer clusters. He co-founded 
WebMO LLC, a software company that provides web and portable device interfaces to compu-
tational chemistry programs.
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G itHub and GitLab are two popular Git repository hosting 

creators to be able to invite others to share and collaborate 

could have an easy way to back up your git repositories periodically into a 
place you control?

https://github.com and https://about.gitlab.com 

Hello Golang

https://golang.org/dl. Once downloaded, extract it to /usr/local:

$  sudo  tar  -C  /usr/local  -xzf  <filename-from-above>  

$  export  PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/go/bin

Opening a new terminal and typing $  go  version should show  

$  go  version  

go  version  go1.8  linux/amd64

a -name

$  go  build  listing1.go  

$  ./listing1  -name  "Amit"  

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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Hello  Amit  

  

$  ./listing1  

./listing1  

2017/02/18  22:48:25  Please  specify  your  name  using  -name  

$  echo  $?  

1

-name argument, it exits printing a message 

the program using go  run:

$  go  run  listing1.go  -name  Amit  

2017/03/04  23:08:11  Hello  Amit

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang

Listing 1. Example Program listing1.go

package  main  
  
import  (  
        "flag"  
        "log"  
)  
  
func  main()  {  
        name  :=  flag.String("name",  "",  "Your  Name")  
        flag.Parse()  
  
        if  len(*name)  !=  0  {  
                        log.Printf("Hello  %s",  *name)  
        }  else  {  
                        log.Fatal("Please  specify  your  name  using  
-name")  
        }  
}
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main package is special, and any executable Go program must live in the 
main

standard library using the import statement:

import  (  

   "flag"  

   "log"  

)

"flag"

programs, and the "log"
main()

execution starts:

func  main()  {  

        name  :=  flag.String("name",  "",  "Your  Name")  

        flag.Parse()  

  

        if  len(*name)  !=  0  {  

                log.Printf("Hello  %s",  *name)  

        }  else  {  

                log.Fatal("Please  specify  your  name  using  -name")  

        }  

}

main

main() "name"

"Your  Name"

name. 
:=

*string

Parse()

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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the "-name"
"name" and is accessible via *name name

name Printf()

Fatal() Fatal()

Structures, Slices and Maps

things:

 Creating a map.

 Creating a slice and iterating over it.

Repository

type  Repository  struct  {  

        GitURL  string  

        Name      string  

}

Repository has two members: GitURL and Name, 
string

using r  :=  Repository{"git+ssh://git.mydomain.com/myrepo",  
"myrepo"}

GitURL 
unset using r  :=  Repository{Name:  "myrepo"}, or you even can leave 

getRepo, which takes an integer as 

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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Repository:

func  getRepo(id  int)  Repository  {  

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang

Listing 2. Structures, Slices and Maps Example

package  main  
  
import  (  
        "log"  
)  
  
type  Repository  struct  {  
        GitURL  string  
        Name      string  
}  
  
func  getRepo(id  int)  Repository  {  
        repos  :=  map[int]Repository{  
                1:  Repository{GitURL:  "ssh://github.com/amitsaha/gitbackup",    
                   Name:  "gitbackup"},  
                2:  Repository{GitURL:  "ssh://github.com/amitsaha/lj_gitbackup",    
                   Name:  "lj_gitbackup"},  
        }  
  
        return  repos[id]  
}  
  
func  backUp(r  *Repository)  {  
        log.Printf("Backing  up  %s\n",  r.Name)  
}  
  
func  main()  {  
        var  repositories  []Repository  
        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(1))  
        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(2))  
        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(3))  
  
        for  _,  r  :=  range  repositories  {  
                        if  (Repository{})  !=  r  {  
                                        backUp(&r)  
                        }  
        }  
}
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        repos  :=  map[int]Repository{  

                1:  Repository{GitURL:  "git+ssh://github.com/amitsaha/gitbackup",    

   Name:  "gitbackup"},  

                2:  Repository{GitURL:    

   "git+ssh://github.com/amitsaha/lj_gitbackup",  Name:  "lj_gitbackup"},  

        }  

  

        return  repos[id]  

}

In the getRepo()
Repository. 

Repository, which corresponds to the 

Repository is returned with both the members 
set to empty strings.

backUp(), which accepts a pointer to a 
Repository as an argument and prints the Name

Finally, there is the main()

func  main()  {  

        var  repositories  []Repository  

        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(1))  

        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(2))  

        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(3))  

  

        for  _,  r  :=  range  repositories  {  

                if  (Repository{})  !=  r  {  

                        backUp(&r)  

                }  

        }  

}

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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repositories that wil l 
Repository. A sl ice in Golang is a dynamically 

getRepo() 

the returned value in the repositories sl ice using the append() 

the getRepo()
Repository.

range clause to iterate over the 
repositories

a sl ice is stored in the _
to via the r
Repository backUp()

$  go  run  listing2.go  

2017/02/19  19:44:32  Backing  up  gitbackup  

2017/02/19  19:44:32  Backing  up  lj_gitbackup

Goroutines and Channels
backUp() 

they can be run in parallel. Golang makes it really easy to have multiple 

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang

A slice in Golang is a dynamically 
sized array—similar to a list in Python.
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FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang

Listing 3. Goroutine Example

package  main  
  
import  (  
        "log"  
        "sync"  
)  
  
type  Repository  struct  {  
        GitURL  string  
        Name      string  
}  
  
func  getRepo(id  int)  Repository  {  
  
        repos  :=  map[int]Repository{  
                        1:  Repository{GitURL:  "ssh://github.com/amitsaha/gitbackup",    
                           Name:  "gitbackup"},  
                        2:  Repository{GitURL:  "ssh://github.com/amitsaha/  
                         lj_gitbackup",  Name:  "lj_gitbackup"},  
        }  
  
        return  repos[id]  
}  
  
func  backUp(r  *Repository,  wg  *sync.WaitGroup)  {  
        defer  wg.Done()  
        log.Printf("Backing  up  %s\n",  r.Name)  
}  
  
func  main()  {  
        var  wg  sync.WaitGroup  
        defer  wg.Wait()  
  
        var  repositories  []Repository  
        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(1))  
        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(2))  
        repositories  =  append(repositories,  getRepo(3))  
  
        for  _,  r  :=  range  repositories  {  
                        if  (Repository{})  !=  r  {  
                                        wg.Add(1)  
                                        go  func(r  Repository)  {  
                                                        backUp(&r,  &wg)  
                                        }(r)  
                        }  
        }  
}
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is said to be executing in a main goroutine, which can spawn other 

WaitGroup type, as 

backUp() 
main()

variable, wg WaitGroup

Wait()

defer

main()

backUp()

wg.Add(1)  

go  func(r  Repository)  {  

   backUp(&r,  &wg)  

}(r)

Add()

r Repository backUp() with an 
wg—the WaitGroup 

variable declared earlier.

goroutines spawned by the program and spawn a new goroutine only 

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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you to achieve this and other synchronization operations among 

make:

tokens  :=  make(chan  bool,  5)

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang

Listing 4. /usr/local/sbin/bexec

#!/bin/sh  
#  bexec  -  broadcast  ssh  concurrently  
#  The  total  number  of  nodes  (determined  dynamically)  
nhost=0  
#  Run  the  command  on  each  node,  logging  output  
for  host  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bhosts`;;  do  
        logfile="/tmp/${host}.$$.log"  
        echo  "*****  ${host}  *****"  >  $logfile  
        ssh  ${host}  $*  >>  $logfile  &  
        pids[nhost]=$!  
        let  nhost=nhost+1  
done  
#  Wait  for  all  processes  to  finish  
for  i  in  `seq  0  $nhost`;;  do  
        wait  ${pids[$i]}  
done  
#  Concatenate  the  results  and  cleanup  
for  host  in  `cat  /usr/local/sbin/bhosts`;;  do  
        logfile="/tmp/${host}.$$.log"  
        cat  $logfile  
        rm  $logfile  
done
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your token system.

tokens  <-  true

backUp()

<-tokens

goroutines running simultaneously, and each goroutine releases its token 

gitbackup—Backing Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories

gb

gb

plugin. It also does away with the need to have your go application in 
your GOPATH

gb:

$  go  get  github.com/constabulary/gb/...

gb

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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add $GOPATH/bin to the $PATH environment variable and start a new 
shell session and type in gb:

$  gb  

gb,  a  project  based  build  tool  for  the  Go  programming  language.  

  

Usage:  

  

          gb  command  [arguments]  

          ..

$  go  get  github.com/constabulary/gb/cmd/gb-vendor

gb

https://github.com/amitsaha/gitbackup, and 

$  tree  -L  1  gitbackup  

gitbackup  

|--src  

|    |--gitbackup  

         |--main.go  

          |--main_test.go  

          |--remote.go  

        ..

the GitHub API.

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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GitHub API.

Response, which matches the  
Response structure implemented by both the GitHub and GitLab 

Repository describes each repository 

NewClient() github or 
gitlab

interface{}, a special Golang type indicating 

*github.Client 
or *gitlab.Client

environment variable.
GITLAB_TOKEN environment 

GITHUB_TOKEN environment variable. 

Getenv()

and exit using the Fatal()
NewClient() getRepositories() 

Repository objects obtained via an 

Repositories.List()  

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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github.RepositoryListOptions  

Type  
Repositories.List()

repos,  resp,  err  :=  client.(*github.Client)  

.Repositories.List("",  &options)

Recall that the newClient()
interface{}

client.Repositories.List(), the compiler 
will complain with an error message:

#  gitbackup  

remote.go:70:  client.Repositories  undefined  (type  interface  {}    

   is  interface  with  no  methods)

 

*github.Client or *gitlab.Client type.

indicated by the for loop:

for  {  

   //  This  is  an  infinite  loop  

}

Response, and the third is an error 
err

Repository 

you check the NextPage resp object to check whether it 

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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have more repositories, so you set the Page ListOptions 
structure to this value:

options.ListOptions.Page  =  resp.NextPage

handle it here via this code:

if  len(gitlabUrl)  !=  0  {  

        gitlabUrlPath,  err  :=  url.Parse(gitlabUrl)  

        if  err  !=  nil  {  

                log.Fatal("Invalid  gitlab  URL:  %s",  gitlabUrl)  

        }  

        gitlabUrlPath.Path  =  path.Join(gitlabUrlPath.Path,  "api/v3")  

        client.(*gitlab.Client).SetBaseURL(gitlabUrlPath.String())  

}

gitlabUrl

using the Parse()

Path

SetBaseURL() *gitlab.Client to set this 

pass the location via the -backupdir
BACKUP_DIR

git  clone

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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git  pull

backUp()

func  backUp(backupDir  string,  repo  *Repository,  wg  *sync.WaitGroup)  {  

        defer  wg.Done()  

  

        repoDir  :=  path.Join(backupDir,  repo.Name)  

        _,  err  :=  os.Stat(repoDir)  

  

        if  err  ==  nil  {  

                log.Printf("%s  exists,  updating.  \n",  repo.Name)  

                cmd  :=  exec.Command("git",  "-C",  repoDir,  "pull")  

                err  =  cmd.Run()  

                if  err  !=  nil  {  

                        log.Printf("Error  pulling  %s:  %v\n",  repo.GitURL,  err)  

                }  

        }  else  {  

                log.Printf("Cloning  %s  \n",  repo.Name)  

                cmd  :=  exec.Command("git",  "clone",  repo.GitURL,  repoDir)  

                err  :=  cmd.Run()  

                if  err  !=  nil  {  

                        log.Printf("Error  cloning  %s:  %v",  repo.Name,  err)  

                }  

        }  

}

a Repository WaitGroup

Done() on the WaitGroup
check whether the repository already exists in the backup directory 
using the Stat()  

 
git  pull command by using the Command()  

git  clone 
command instead.

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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main()

 backupdir

 github.repoType: GitHub repo types to back up; all wil l back up 
owner and member.

 gitlab.projectVisibility  
internal  

can be cloned by any logged in user. Other options are public  
and private.

 gitlab.url

 service  

In the main() backupdir

case, you create the directory tree using the MkdirAll()

getRepositories()

repository you created earlier:

$  pwd  

/Users/amit/work/github.com/amitsaha/gitbackup  

$  gb  build  

..  

FEATURE: Back Up GitHub and GitLab Repositories Using Golang
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$  ./bin/gitbackup  -help  

Usage  of  ./bin/gitbackup:  

    -backupdir  string  

                Backup  directory  

    -github.repoType  string  

          Repo  types  to  backup  (all,  owner,  member)  (default  "all")  

    -gitlab.projectVisibility  string  

          Visibility  level  of  Projects  to  clone  (default  "internal")  

    -gitlab.url  string  

          DNS  of  the  GitLab  service  

    -service  string  

          Git  Hosted  Service  Name  (github/gitlab)

 

https://github.com/settings/tokens/new

$  GITHUB_TOKEN=my$token  ./bin/gitbackup  -service  github

location, do this:

$  GITLAB_TOKEN=my$token  ./bin/gitbackup  -gitlab.url    

   git.mydomain.com  -backupdir  /mnt/disk/gitbackup

https://github.com/amitsaha/gitbackup to learn more, 

https://github.com/

 
.
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Conclusion

https://github.com/
. See the Resources section to learn more about Golang, 

GitHub and the GitLab API.

Amit Saha is a software engineer and the author of Doing Math with Python (No Starch Press). 
He blogs at http://echorand.me and can be reached via email at amitsaha.in@gmail.com.

Send comments or feedback via  
http://www.linuxjournal.com/contact 
or to ljeditor@linuxjournal.com.
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Resources
Getting Started with Golang and gb: 

Golang by Example: https://gobyexample.com

Golang Type Assertions: 

GitHub Repos API: https://developer.github.com/v3/repos

GitLab Projects API: https://docs.gitlab.com/ce/api/projects.html

Golang Interface for GitHub: 

Golang Interface for GitLab: 

gb: https://getgb.io
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A Field Guide to the World  
of Modern Data Stores
building your application. Should you use a relational database? How about a 

 

 

Sponsor: IBM

> https://geekguide.linuxjournal.com/content/field-guide-world-modern-data-stores

Why NoSQL? Your database options in the new  
non-relational world

Sponsor: IBM

> https://geekguide.linuxjournal.com/content/why-nosql-your-database-options-new-non-relational-world

Estimating CPU Per Query With Weighted Linear Regression

it does its work, which actually precludes measuring resource consumption accurately!

Author: Baron Schwartz

> https://geekguide.linuxjournal.com/content/estimating-cpu-query-weighted-linear-regression
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Database Performance Monitoring Buyer’s Guide
 

 

> https://geekguide.linuxjournal.com/content/database-performance-monitoring-buyer%E2%80%99s-guide

The Essential Guide To Queueing Theory

by how much waiting takes place, and waiting is waste. Minimizing this waste is extremely 

Author: Baron Schwartz

> https://geekguide.linuxjournal.com/content/essential-guide-queueing-theory

Sampling a Stream of Events  
With a Probabilistic Sketch
Stream processing is a hot topic today. As modern Big Data processing systems have evolved, 

Author: Baron Schwartz

> https://geekguide.linuxjournal.com/content/sampling-stream-events-probabilistic-sketch
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particulars: 

example, the need to connect with displaced and separated others. 

and separate entities with sovereign souls, by design, no matter what 

identical twin brother who is still happily male.

institutional records when they are needed. In the developed world, this 
is a civic and commercial grace. For those outside that world, especially 
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make that work?

distributed digital world where every node is inherently independent 

could move the world, provided he had a lever long enough. Linux is 

 
 

 

https://www.hyperledger.org

 
https://www.hyperledger.org/projects  
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can be correlated.

Indy is based on open standards so that it can interoperate with  
 

cryptography standards. Other important standards cover things like 
 

https://www.sovrin.org
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Figure 1.  
Indy gives 
identity owners 
independent 
control of  
their personal  
data and 
relationships.
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obviously, more than a legal identity. Nevertheless, the civil registration 

legal identity they are illegible to state apparatus.

develop and deploy technologies that allow individuals to create a  

http://customercommons.org/terms
 

https://peoplecentered.net  
https://www.internetbar.org http://irespond.org
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in resource-poor and remote areas of the world and linking that ’flesh to 
digital’ with Sovrin’s permission-based distributed ledger technology.”

To sum this up, I see two ways we (Linux Journal readers) can help 
solve the refugee crisis. One is by making it as easy as possible for 
individual refugees to enjoy the benefits of both self-sovereign and 
administrative identities, while minimizing the risks. The other is to 
make clear how valuable many refugees are to the countries that 
might welcome them.

Please think about what you can do to join in any of the many 
efforts afoot to bring to everybody the full benefits of Linux and 
Linux-modeled approaches to solving problems and maximizing the 
variety of solutions.

Every human being has value to others as well as to themselves.  
We are designed that way too. Let’s make the most of that.
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